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When a stalker ratchets up his attempts to get to her, cable sex-talk-show host Morgan O'Malley

turns to Jack Cole - a self-proclaimed dominant - for help. Though Jack is a bodyguard, Morgan

feels anything but safe in his presence. Because slowly and seductively, Jack is bringing her

deepest fantasies to the surface. And when he bends her to his will, what's more shocking than her

surrender is how much she enjoys it and how she starts to crave his masterful touch. A willing

player in Jack's games, Morgan knows that his motives aren't pure. But she has no idea how

personal they are.
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Everything about this was awesome! Great story, super hot (I mean HOT!), well written characters,

and a nice bit of intrigue. Loved it!I was pulled right in from the beginning. It had a nice mysterious

element and I liked the details being laid out. Jack and Morgan were great characters. Loved their

chemistry. I liked their interactions and how they're details were learned. There was really good

development. Jack and Morgan were beyond hot together. There was so much passion between

them and they had extremely well written and detailed erotic scenes (with a nice bit of kink too!).

The author is very descriptive and thorough.There are ups and downs as feelings are fought, I loved

the growth and acceptance they go through as there relationship works itself out. There are really

nice secondary characters as well, JackÃ¢Â€Â™s grandfather was adorable and Deke was way

sexy! I'm hoping he has his own story at some point. This is the first book in a series and there are a

ton of others out already so I am looking forward to reading more.There was a really great build to



the story and Jack and MorganÃ¢Â€Â™s relationship, it was exciting to read. I liked the details and

descriptions really pulling me into their erotic world. I mentioned this was hot right? Combustible

might be a better description. It was such a great story but some parts were drawn out. Lots of

narrative happening. It's dual POV which was awesome, I loved getting inside JackÃ¢Â€Â™s head.

Morgan could be frustrating since she was hanging onto who she thought she should be instead of

accepting who she was but I loved watching that fight within herself and then finally getting her a-ha

moment of understanding.If youÃ¢Â€Â™re looking for something extremely hot with a nice bit of

kink with the added bonus of intrigue, I'd definitely recommend this.

The only reason this book gets even 2 stars is for the few menage sex scenes. If you are not into

the whole threesome thing I would pass on this one and even if you are, your going to suffer through

some painful reading just to get to a few good parts. The author writes some decent porn but

unfortunately can't write a decent story. Absolutely no character develpment so you could care less

about either jack or Morgan. The other character deke who is brought in halfway through is lame

also.Jack is the body guard for morgan, a tv talk show host. A stalker is on the loose so he takes her

to a backwoods cabin to protect her. I guess you can guess the rest. He ties her up and bends her

to his will. The bdsm scenes got boring quick. Jack and Morgan's drawn out inner dialogue got

annoying also. Morgan being so painfully brainless did not help matters. You could basically skip

the first half of the book as it dragged out. When Jack's friend deke shows up the menage scenes

start and these scenes are about the only things exciting in the entire book. The author gets no

stars for lame characters and plot. But she can write decent smut so that deserves a couple stars. If

you have some time to kill and have nothing else to read it is worth a look.

Story is about Morgan, a tv talk show host who handles sex issues who wants to do a show on

BDSM and has an interview set up with Jack who is a security/body guard and a well known

authority on BDSM. Unfortunately Jack has his own plans for her in addition to filling her in on how

BDSM works which are not very straight forward. Additionally ,Morgan currently has a psychopathic

stalker and needs to use Jack's services when things heat up in that area of her life, as well Jack

certainly has his own way of heating things up teaching her about BDSM and that she is a

submissive. She learns that BDSM is all about trust and that will become a bigger and bigger issue

as this book plays out. Morgan also starts to understand about her fantasies and desires and that

they do not necessarily make her a bad person as those in her past have led her to believe. Loved

the ending when the stalker was revealed.



Morgan O'Malley just wants to do simple research for her sex show on BDSM, but she is also in

hiding. She has moved to Houston to live with her half brother, Brandon, to hide from a stalker. They

are telling everyone they are engaged to try to stave off questions about their relationship and

hopefully throw off the stalker. Never to careful she still goes to meet her BDSM contact in a

disguise. Her contact, Jack Cole, is a lot more than she can handle. When shots start flying, she

must put all her trust in a man she just met, but who also is throwing all the right alpha vibes her

way.Jack Cole has an ulterior motive for seeking out Morgan and her sex TV show isn't it. While he

never intends her any physical harm, he does lie to her over and over as he commands her body.

On the run, they hide out in his bayou cabin while Jack and his partner try to track down Morgan's

stalker. She may be safe from the stalker, she is all alone with a dominant male and very little

clothing. Sparks fly as Morgan tries over and over to deny her submissive side.But Jack's lies catch

up with them along with the stalker.Right off, I don't like Jack. He wants revenge and uses Morgan

to get it. Unfortunately, she really isn't the key to the revenge and Jack loses his heart to her. The

first sex scene, they have hot monkey against the wall sex and he immediately leaves her alone to

deal with all the emotions. And he does it again at a very critical time in the book. This royally ticked

me off. While he does turn around and realize she is his better half, he has destroyed any trust I

might have had in him.Morgan I liked mildly. I just couldn't understand how a woman who runs a TV

show dealing with sex, was so naÃƒÂ¯ve. She doesn't have notches in her bedpost, but neither

does she have any wild sex to show. She does have a lot of fantasies and we know in one

relationship she revealed it and was repulsed by the guy. That is where most of her hang ups come

from along with her born again mother. So we spend a lot of time in the book with her denying what

she feels. Normal, but it got old fast.The plot for revenge was kind of weak. The stalker was just

plain serial. The supporting characters were likable...like Jack's grandpa...he was a riot. A good start

to the series about wicked lovers.
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